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PRESS RELEASE 

Hamburg trade fair organiser Fleet Events acquires conference division 

The Hamburg-based trade fair and event organiser Fleet Events is facing 
the current situation head-on and investing in the future. The company 
is taking over the conference business of Wolters Kluwer in Germany in 
the education sector. 

Hamburg, 1 April 2020. On 1 April 2020, the Hamburg-based trade fair 
and event organiser Fleet Events GmbH (www. fleet-events.de) will take 
over a total of 13 education conferences from Wolters Kluwer 
Deutschland GmbH (www.wolterskluwer.de). As a result, the product 
portfolio of the Hamburg company, which organises crowd-pullers such 
as Babywelt, eat&Style and MansWorld, as well as the specialist events 
Chef-Sache and the W3+ Fair, will increase to 35 major events in German-
speaking countries every year. The takeover of this series of conference 
events will push Fleet Events up to become the market leader in the event 
and conference business in the German-speaking education sector. The 
division will merge into the newly founded Fleet Education Events 
subsidiary.  

Education conferences are targeted at leaders in daycare centres and 
schools, IT and training. The portfolio includes the established German 
School Leaders' Congress in Düsseldorf (DSLK), the series of eight events 
for the German Nursery Leaders’ Conference (DKLK) at seven locations, 
as well as events for their Austrian counterparts ÖSLK and ÖKLK in the 
Austrian capital Vienna. In addition, there is the German Training 
Managers’ Conference (DALK) and the German IT Leaders’ Conference 
(DILK), which are also held in Düsseldorf. Well over 10,000 delegates 
attend these events every year. 

Education – a growth market 

The high level of education is one of the key resources of Germany as a 
business location. As a result, the education sector is growing, especially 
against the background of digitalisation. According to a study carried out 
by the German economic research institute WifOR, the education sector 
in Germany generated a gross value added of EUR 133.3 billion in 2017. 
According to the experts’ estimates, the education market is expected to 
double worldwide from 2015 to 2030, which is also due to the increased 
expansion of digital learning². 

"Especially during this period of the coronavirus, it becomes clear what 
power personal contact has – especially when it is temporarily restricted," 
explains Christoph Rénevier, Managing Director of Fleet Events. “Live 
communication is our field of expertise. With the conference business, we 
are investing in one of the most important industries of the future - 
despite challenging macroeconomic conditions. It perfectly complements 
our established trade fairs and sets an example for our economic sector." 
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"In our world of lifelong learning, education is one of the fast-growing 
sectors. Digitalisation, competitiveness and preserving prosperity are just 
some of the elements driving the market. On this promising basis, we will 
expand the business with new ideas and strong partners," adds Thomas 
Köhl, the second man in the management partnership at Fleet Events.  

For more information, visit www.fleet-events.de 

1 Source: Study from the WifOR Institute. Analyse der deutschen 
Bildungswirtschaft im Zeichen der Digitalisierung – Wirtschaftliche 
Bedeutung, Potentiale und Handlungsbedarf [Analysis of the German 
education industry under the sign of digitalisation – Economic 
significance, potential and need for action). Commissioned by the Federal 
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy 

2 Source: www.dasinvestment.com/investments-in-nachhaltige-
megatrends-der-bildungsmarkt-hat-riesiges-potenzial/ 
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Thomas Köhl and Christoph Rénevier, managing directors of Fleet Events, 
will also be organising education conferences sin the future. 

 

About FLEET Events 

FLEET Events GmbH, based in Hamburg, is one of Germany's leading 
private trade fair and conference organisers. In cooperation with its 
subsidiaries FLEET Education Events and CE Chefs Events, the company, 
set up in 2006, designs and stages consumer and business events such as 
Babini (previously BABYWELT), Eat&Style, Man’s World and professional 
events such as Chef-Sache, W3+ Fair and Photonics+, as well as the 
educational conferences DSLK, ÖSLK, DKLK, ÖKLK, HRocks and DILK. FLEET 
Events has developed, through its subsidiary FLEET X, its own online event 
platform using Xircus, allowing it now to offer online and/or hybrid events 
too. Overall, FLEET Events organises nowadays more than 50 major events 
a year, both live and online. This company with more than 60 employees 
is run by shareholders Dr Thomas Köhl and Christoph Rénevier. 
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